The type of spectrum emitted by a Geissler tube containing bromine was found to depend on the pressure of the gas within the tube and the intensity of the exciting discharge.
In addition to these papers, all of which contain new wave-length measurements of various portions of the bromine spectra, a few others have appeared which describe the effect on the wave lengths of varying conditions of excitation. Kimura 8 investigated the effects of varying the pressure of the gas within the discharge tube, and of the intensity of the discharge.
On the basis of these studies he classified the visible bromine lines as of the arc and spark types, from which he was then able to determine the ionizing effect of a discharge at different points in its path through a bromine atmosphere. 9 He also investigated 10 the fine structure of some of the complex lines and the Zeeman effects of both complex and single lines. In a more recent work Asagoe n has repeated Kimura's study of the effect of increasing pressure and current density on the behavior of bromine lines, and, as a result, has been able to distinguish three classes of lines. These he has correctly interpreted as characteristic of the arc and spark spectra of bromine.
Lines designated by him as of the arc type appear to be asymmetrically widened when a strong discharge excites the gas at high pressure, causing an apparent red shift in the wave lengths. Very recently his study of the Stark effect 12 of the halogens has shown that for lines of the arc type of CI, Br, and I, the displacements of the parallel and normal components are toward the red. He, therefore, attributes the asymmetrical broadening mentioned above to Stark effects evoked by the intra-atomic field of ions produced by the large current passing through the vapor.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The program of spectroscopic research in progress at the Bureau of Standards for more than 15 years has had as one of its objects the exploration of the hitherto unknown red and infra-red regions of the spectra of the different elements as far as present photographic methods will permit. Work on the spectrum of bromine was started in January, 1922 Physik, 54, p. 198; 1929. 28 
